Abstract-Network centric warfare, swarming and other multi-static radar applications are of increasing interest in defense and commercial applications. Using a distributed sensing network to collaboratively beamform improves electronic scan capabilities, enhances resolution, range and bandwidth, when compared with traditional phased arrays. We investigate a new architecture for an aperiodic (random) array configuration called frequency diverse array, which gives rise to range, time, and angle-dependent scanning without the use of phase shifters.
I. INTRODUCTION
Limitations of periodic phased antenna arrays are well known. Recent studies [1] , [2] have applied frequency diversity to periodic arrays showing many potential benefits including clutter and interference suppression, flexible scan, multipath mitigation, and increased bandwidth due to range and angle dependence. However, traditional periodic arrays may not be the optimal configuration for frequency diverse arrays [3] . By applying frequency diversity to random arrays, we find advantages including increased resolution, increased beam scanning flexibility, and non-traditional geometrical element placement.
II. ANALYSIS OF RANDOM ARRAYS AND FREQUENCY DIVERSITY

A. Random Array Setup
We assume a uniformly aperiodic volumetric random array with perfect phase information bound to a Euclidean domain [1] as in Fig. 1 . The element distance R n (θ, ϕ) in (1) is defined as the Euclidean distance between P n and P.
If P is assumed to reside in the far field of the array and P n is the location of nth element in the spherical bound, the common approximations are a first order approximation for the magnitude R n  r and second order approximation for phase R n  r -r n cosψ n . This can be found from the binomial expansion (2) or by linking the direction vectors from the origin and from P n to P by the direction cosine in (3) where ˆn r and r are the unit radial vectors for P n and P 0 respectively. The array factor is found as (4) where N is the number of elements in the array, k is the wavenumber, A is the diameter of the aperture size, n r is the random variable location normalized by A, cos n  is the directional cosine of the n th element r n and 0 cos n  is the difference between the directional cosine of r n and the directional cosine of the target at P 0 .
B. Frequency Diversity for Random Array
Applying frequency diversity to the array, each element is assigned a unique frequency f n . This frequency is an offset (Δf n ) of the operating frequency (f 0 ), where we assume Δf n << f 0 . We can steer the array by taking the phase difference between the n th element Ψ n (5) and the reference element Ψ 0 (5). We note that this difference, ΔΨ in (6), contains phase steering terms not seen in the traditional phased array, from which we obtain additional degrees of freedom. 
The array factor of (4) is satisfied by finding the radiation intensity (U) in (7), solving for Δf n and setting r = r 0 in (8), noting that F is the array factor and F * is its complex conjugate. In [4] it is demonstrated that the expected value across the unit interval [-1, 1] for a random variable x in any volumetric distribution provides the characteristic functions described in (9).
From this, the mean-valued radiation intensity ( U ) can be found where |Λ| 2 is the characteristic function of the array factor given in (4) and N is the number of elements. The first sidelobe level and main lobe of the characteristic function have deterministic properties. As a consequence, the same methods used in aperture theory may be applied to random arrays [4] . Setting r 0 =100km in (6), we plot the mean-valued radiation intensity of a spherical random array (SRA) in Fig.2 . The pattern converges to the expected valued due to the high element count of 100. In the top left of Fig. 2 we see that the pattern contains a main beam and low sidelobes at r 0 . The high directivity of the main beam can be shown to be proportional to the number of elements [5] . At r=1000km and 10km, beams are pointed in multiple directions indicating that the pattern is a function of distance. Additionally, the three plots on the left column, which are plots of the spherical bound of the radiation intensity at a distance r from the reference point, show that the pattern is a function of angle. 
IV. CONCLUSION
We analyzed the frequency diverse antenna performance for a spherical bound random array. We conclude that frequency diversity can provide additional degrees of freedom to beamsteer as a function of angle and range when applied to a random array. The aperiodic nature of the array increases resolution which enhances beamsteering ability. These inherent benefits can be incorporated into new collaborative beamforming designs.
